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		This business book is great for leaders, middle managers and entrepreneurs interested in the following categories; 

		
			PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
	
			MINDFULNESS
	
			WELLBEING
	
			CBT (COGNITIVE-BEHAVIORAL THERAPY)


	
		WHAT’S STOPPING YOU FROM BEING YOUR BEST? YOU ARE!

	
		If you’re suffering from stress, anxiety or negative thoughts, then Unlock You is your simple, six-week plan to feel calm, kick that bad habit and release your potential to be your best.

	
		Unlock You is a special programme designed to give you the skills and tools to be calmer, happier and more confident. When challenging situations arise you will be able to deal better with them, and cope in a crisis.

	
		This unique and easy to follow programme gives you a host of simple techniques and exercises to beat stress and negative habits, and release potential beyond that which you knew you had! Designed to fit easily into your daily life, you’ll quickly learn how to step out of your own way.

	
		Using mindfulness, emotional intelligence, CBT and the latest findings from neuroscience, this book doesn’t just change the way you feel but the way you act and react. By building the programme into your daily routine you’ll be a better partner, parent, friend, employer and employee. As you gain knowledge about yourself and what you need to do to change your life, we will guide you as you turn the programme into a personal road map. You will build this into a six week programme that embeds easily into your daily life – a daily life that will continue to get better and better.

	
		You’ll be able to:

	
		·    Recognise a negative or unhelpful belief and be able to replace it with a more positive one. 

	
		·    Remain focussed and not let your negative thoughts take over.

	
		·    Understand which kinds of stress are good and which are bad.

	
		·    Recognise when you’re in ‘fright or flight mode’ and how to quickly calm down.

	
		·    Set goals that are attainable and in line with their beliefs.

	
		·    Know which emotions are negative and unhealthy, so you can accept and work to change them. 

	
		·    Learn the importance of emotional intelligence and methods to develop compassion and empathy.

	
		Happy Reading! Please do share your thoughts with us
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Introduction to Project Finance (Essential Capital Markets)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2005
The term "project finance" is now being used in almost every language in every part of the world.  It is the solution to infrastructure, public and private venture capital needs.  It has been successfully used in the past to raise trillions of dollars of capital and promises to continue to be one of the major financing techniques for...
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HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide, 5th EditionO'Reilly, 2002
HTML & XHTML: The Definitive  Guide, 5th Edition is the most comprehensive, up-to-date book available  on HTML and XHTML. The authors cover every element of HTML/XHTML in detail,  explaining how each element works and how it interacts with other elements. With  hundreds of examples, the book...
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Europe For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2005
Explore the best of Europe with confidence!
From London and Paris to Tuscany and Greece, Europe has enough cities and sights to last a lifetime. To make the most of your time, take this fun, straightforward guide with you — and experience new adventures in the Old World.     

Discover     

	Down-to-earth...
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Calculus: Early TranscendentalsW. H. Freeman, 2007

	
		
			Calculus has a deservedly central role in higher education. It is not only the key to the full range of scientific and engineering disciplines; it is also a crucial component in a student’s intellectual development. I hope my text will help to open up this multifaceted world of ideas for the student. Like a great...
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From Workplace to Workspace: Using E-mail Lists to Work TogetherIDRC Books, 1998
From a desktop, e-mail provides a quick, reliable and cost-effective link to the world at large, changing a traditional workplace into a workspace that crosses even international boundaries. In developing areas of the world such as Africa, Asia and Latin America, e-mail lists are currently outgrowing all other Internet-based technologies because of...
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Chemotherapy-Induced Neuropathic PainCRC Press, 2012

	There have been tremendous recent advances in the pharmacotherapy, dose regimens, and combinations used to treat cancer and for the treatment or prevention of the spread of disease. As a direct result of these advances, there are an increasing number of cancer survivors, although research dealing with chemotherapy-induced pain is still in its...
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